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A systematic campaign of stellar occultation observations by 
Neptune was conducted by our group between 1983 and 1989, and 
led to the initial di~overy of Neptune's rings. These ob~rvations 
provide 24 independent scans across Neptune's equatorial plane. 
Two of them give evidence for ring-like arcs around the planet. 
The two detections, made respectively on July 22, 1984 and August 
20, 1985, are the only ones ever observed simultaneously by two 
or more telescopes. The corresponding lightcurves are analyzed 
using Neptune's pole position recently determined after the Voy- 
ager 2 spacecraft observations. Assuming that the arcs lie in Nep- 
tune's equatorial plane, the 1984 detection corresponds to material 
orbiting 65,300 _+ 3000 km from the center of the planet, and the 
1985 detection corresponds to material which lies at 63,160 -+ 
200 km, so that both events are compatible with the Voyager 2 
observations of the three arc structures observed near the 63,000- 
kin radius (we propose the names Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity 
for these arcs). The arc detected in 1984 has a radial width of W~ 
= 15.1 -+ 0.1 km, an azimuthal extension greater than 100 km, 
and a normal optical depth of 0.074 _+ 0.003 (these quantities are 
projected in Neptune's equatorial plane). The arc detected in 1985 
has a radial width of W, = 15.3 _+ 0.2 km and a normal optical 
depth of 0.058 -- 0.001. Our observations do not show evidence 
for any additional ring-like arc, nor for any perceptible diffuse, 
narrow, or broad rings with normal optical depth larger than about 
4 x 10 --~ near the 63,000- and 53,000-km radii, where the Voyager 
2 spacecraft observed continuous Neptunian rings. Finally, a pre- 
liminary search on our best lightcurves near these two radii does 
not show any short, correlated event with equivalent width larger 
than ~75 m. , 1991 Academic Prcs.,~. Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Neptune 's  ring and arc discovery is the result of  a sys- 
tematic campaign of ground-based stellar occultation ob- 
servations and of a remarkable complementarity between 
ground-based and space research. 

In this paper, we report and analyze 24 independent 
occultation cuts in Neptune 's  equatorial plane, obtained 
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by our group between 1983 and 1989. Two of these cuts 
led to the discovery of  Neptune 's  arcs, and are amdyzed 
in this paper using the Neptune pole position recently 
determined by the Voyager 2 spacecraft observations 
(Smith et a/. 1989). A more complete analysis of all our 
observations and the estimate of  an upper limit for faint 
material around Neptune will be given in a subsequent 
paper (paper 11). Stellar occultations by the Neptunian 
rings give very different results when compared to stellar 
occultations by Uranus'  rings. In the latter case. the ob- 
servations always lead to the detection of the Uranian 
rings, in the former case, however,  most of  the observa- 
lions do not lead to the detection of faint material around 
Neptune, and only a few obserw~tions lead to "posi t ive"  
detections. This paper is devoted mainly to our positive 
ground-based detections. " 'Negat ive" detections are far 
from being useless since they bring important observa- 
tional constraints and physical information (like the arc 
stability), and they are studied in paper 11. 

Before 1977, Saturn was still the only planet known to 
be surrounded by rings, in less than 10 years, the topic of 
planetary rings was completely renewed, on one hand by 
the observations at high resolution of Saturn's  rings by 
the Voyager spacecraft, in 1980 and 1981, and on the other 
hand by the discoveries of ring systems around all of the 
other giant planets, Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune. The 
great variety of physical processes thus unveiled has trig- 
gered recent interest in this area, with many new dynami- 
cal problems linked to disk evolution and to the formation 
of  the solar system. It is important to note, for these 
kinds of discoveries, the deep complementarity between 
ground-based and space observations, 

The tenuous Jovian rings were tirst detected by the 
Voyager I spacecraft (()wen e t  a l .  1979), then imaged by 
the Voyager 2 spacecraft (Smith el a/. 1979). and detected 
from the Earth (Jewitl e ta / .  1981 ). 

Narrow rings around Uranus were detected by ground- 
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based observations of a stellar occultation on March 20, 
1977 (Bhattacharyya and Kuppuswamy 1977, Elliot et al. 
1977a, Millis et al. 1977). Later, additional rings were 
discovered and subsequent observations gave a much bet- 
ter accuracy on ring orbits and physical properties 
(French et al. 1986a). The accuracy on the orbits (a few 
hundreds of meters) shows the power of ground-based 
observations, and has allowed us to raise several interest- 
ing dynamical problems (French et al. 1986b). Comple- 
mentary results have been provided by the Voyager 2 
spacecraft during its encounter with the planet in January 
1986 (Smith et al. 1986, Lane et al. 1986, Tyler et al. 1986, 
French et al. 1988). 

Without the ground-based detection of Neptune's arcs, 
the Voyager 2 spacecraft would not have been pro- 
grammed on time to observe the Neptunian ring system 
under good conditions during its flyby of the planet in 
August 1989. As opposed to the 1979 Jupiter encounter, 
there is unfortunately no second spacecraft scheduled to 
meet Neptune in the near future. 

The search for Neptune's rings has been a controversial 
subject and has led to several misinterpretations. Details 
on the history of the Neptunian rings" discovery can bc 
found elsewhere (Brahic 1982, 1985, Hubbard et al. 1986, 
Brahic and Hubbard 1989, Sicardy and Brahic 1989). It is 
interesting to note that Guinan and colleagues claimed, 
after the discovery of Uranus" rings, that they had ob- 
served a dip in the occultation lightcurve of April 7, 1968 
(Guinan et al. 1982, Waldrop 1982). The data were never 
published and most astronomers considered the dip to be 
spurious. After bright star occultations observed under 
good conditions in 1981 by several teams around the Pa- 
cific Ocean, no clear evidence for light inlerruption by 
rings or moons was found, and a paper entitled "no evi- 
dence for rings around Neptune" was published (Elliot et 
al. 198 l). Reitsema and Hubbard noticed a well-correlated 
signal interruption while observing on May 24, 1981 from 
two telescopes, 6 km apart in Arizona (Reitsema et al. 
1982, Hubbard 1986). Observers hundreds and thousands 
of kilometers north saw nothing. It seems now thai the 
correlated dips correspond to the stellar occultation by 
the newly discovered satellite 1989N2 (Smith et al. 1989). 
The first clear evidence for interrupted ring-like material, 
or "arcs ,"  around Neptune came from a stellar occulta- 
tion observed in July 1984, in Chile, by a group from 
the University of Arizona and by our group from Paris 
Observatory (Roques et al. 1984, Brahic 1985, Sicardy et 
al. 1985, Hubbard et al. 1986, Brahic et al. 1986, 1990). 
One of the more striking consequences of the Neptunian 
ring discovery is the diversity of ring systems around the 
giant planets in the solar system. One can wonder now 
how many kinds of different ring systems surround other 
giant planets in the universe. 

The 1984 and 1985 observations were, however, a part 

of a more systematic observational campaign, started in 
the early 1980s and leading up to the Voyager encounter 
in 1989. In the meantime, an exhaustivc and continuing 
analysis of the occultation observations that our group 
has conducted has not yet been published. The aim of this 
paper is thus to present this analysis for our data set 
completed between 1983 and 1989. This study is not com- 
plete yet, but should bc at least sufficiently detailed and 
homogeneous to serve as a basis for future comparisons, 
especially with the Voyager 2 data set, and to stimulate 
theoretical interpretations. 

One of the main difficulties encountered when analyzing 
these stellar occultations by Neptune and by other planets 
is the occurrence of frequent "'isolated events" in the 
lightcurves, that is, brief drops of the stellar flux observed 
by only one telescope, on only one side of the planet. 
These are to be contrasted with events systematically 
observed on both sides of the planet, which are the signa- 
ture of complete rings surrounding the central body. Iso- 
lated events are regularly observed in addition to the plan- 
etary occultations, and most of them are easily interpreted 
as artilhcts caused by electronic discharges, tracking er- 
rors, clouds, or seeing problems. Nevertheless, a few 
of them remain indistinguishable from real cvents, i.e., 
events caused by circumplanctary material (Sicardy et al. 
1982, 1986). Smoothing effects due to diffraction and the 
finite size of the stars (projected at the distance of Nep- 
tune) arc such that real events should be well correlated 
over a distance of a few kilometers when observed from 
the ground. This is not in general the case for artifacts. 

Thus we propose some definitions: A secondary  (or 
isohi ted)  event  is considered as real (i.e., due to circum- 
planetary material), not necessari ly  when it is obserw ,d  
o n  both sides o f  the planet./)'ore one te lescope,  bill rather 
when  it ix observed  s imul taneous ly  by more  than one 
te lescope  during the s a m e  occultat ion,  or when  it is de- 
t ec ted  at the s a m e  radius during d(].'ferent occultat ions.  
The first criterion is of course much stricter and allows 
one to speak of confirrned events ,  and this strategy, based 
on the duplication of the observation of a given occultation 
from different sites, has permitted us to confirm the reality 
of some of these isolated events, and thus has led to the 
discovery of arcs around Neptune. Note that the second 
criterion supposes that the material has a circular orbit in 
the equatorial plane of the planet. Wc propose also to 
define an arc as an azimuthally confined object, the word 
ring implying continuity. Then Voyager 2 has observed 
three coorbital arc structures supcrimposed on a diffuse 
ring, near the 63,000-km radius. 

In this paper, we analyze the arc detections and make 
a preliminary search for other detections (with the 
1983-1989 observations). We successively present ( I ) the 
positive ring detections, i.e., the analysis of the July 22, 
1984 and August 20, 1985 events (as a comparison, we 
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also analyze two events observed on June 22, 1987 with 
only one telescope), and (2) a set of  transformed 
lightcurves deduced from the 24 scans that our observa- 
tions provided between 1983 and 1989 (These reduced 
data show that the two positive detections are the only 
ones well above the noise, and also above other possible 
candidates). 

in paper II, we give a more complete presentation of  
these scans of all the observations,  inch.ding information 
on the conditions of  observations and on the quality of 
the data (noise, presence of  spurious events,  etc.). We 
also give in paper II the physical constraints derived from 
the negative results, and we search for upper limits on 
faint material around Neptune from ground-based obser- 
vations. 

General information on the observations,  including geo- 
graphical details, filters and receptors,  prediction eftbrts, 
and quality of  the lightcurves, is provided in Section 2. 
Brief comments  on each observation,  as well as the de- 
rived reconstructed occultation geometries,  arc presented 
in Section 3. The methods of reduction are described in 
Section 4. In Section 5, the two arc detections tire studied 
in detail. We present also in Section 5 two isolated events 
observed in June 1987. The other  reduced lightcurves are 
analyzed in Section 6, and an approximate upper limit 
for continuous,  narrow Neptunian rings is estimated. A 
preliminary comparison with other ground-based and the 
Voyager observations,  as well as some concluding re- 
marks, is provided in Section 7. 

2. THE OBSERVATIONS 

2.1. General Conditions 

During the last decade,  the path of  Neptune has been 
crossing the Milky Way, in the region of  the Galactic 
Center  (constellation of  Sagittarius). This results in ti sig- 
nificant increase in stellar occultation frequency.  Further- 
more, the advent of  last infrared photometry has permit- 
ted the observation of  more and more numerous 
candidates. The use of  absorbing methane bands at 0.89 
and 2.2 p,m suppresses the light from the disk of  the planet, 
while not affecting the star brightness, thus leading to 
high-contrast stellar occultations. The combination of  pre- 
diction efforts, rapidly circulated information, and appro- 
priate filters yields typically three to tire usable stellar 
occultations by Neptune per year and per site, i.e., occu[- 
rations for which the flux from the star is a significant 
fraction of  the flux from Neptune. 

In total, we have at tempted observation of 16 occulta- 
tions by Neptune,  which represents 24 telescope alloca- 
tions, since some occultations were observed simultane- 
ously from several telescopes. All these attempts are 
summarized in Table I. which also provides some basic 

in|brmation about each observation. Geographical details 
on the observatories are provided in Table 11. Note that 
we have also added in the present list the August 20, 1985 
observation made at the Ccrro Tololo Inter-American Ob- 
servatory (CTIO). Of these 25 experiments,  16 were suc- 
cessful, the rest being obliterated by bad weather,  faint- 
heSS of  the star, and/or  technical failures. Flintily. as will 
be seen from the astrometric reconstructions,  these 16 
observations yield 24 independent scans in Neptune 's  
equatorial plane, since some of these occultations yield a 
scan on each side of  the planet ISection 3.2). General 
information about each of these observations is provided 
in Table 1, and the locations of  the observatories are given 
in Table II. 

As will be analyzed in paper I1, the eventual quality of 
each occultation lightcurve depends on numerous param- 
eters, three of which are essential: (i) star brightness: (ii) 
size of the telescope; tiii) quality of the site, plus the 
elevation of the star in the sky, the relative velocity of 
Neptune in the sky plane, the proximity of twilight, etc. 
Note that because of the low declination of Neptune in 
the sky ¢~ -22°~, the European Southern Observatory 
(ESO. Chile, latitude ,- - 2 9  °) is particularly well located 
for this kind of  observation. At the Can- 
ada -F rance -Hawai i  Telescope tCFHT.  Hawaii), Nep- 
tune ct.lminates tit about 59 ° above the horizon, while 
at Pic du Midi Observatory (OPMT, France) and Haute 
Provence Observatory (OHP, France), it culminates at 
only 26 ° . 

The low elevation of Neptune,  the faintness of the star. 
or the mere presence of  clouds prevented the recording 
of  data on October  22. 1985, May 4, 1986, August 23, 
1986, and July 30, 1988. Finally, part or all of  certain 
observations were spoiled by purely technical problems. 
This includes breakdown in the acquisition software (Au- 
gust 25, 1988, July 7/8, 1989), failure of the chopping 
mirror control (July 9, 1987), and the presence of too 
many electrostatic discharges on the detector  (July 25, 
1988). 

2.2. Detectors 

The observations were made with two kinds of high- 
speed photometer:  (i) an arscnium-gallium (AsGa) pho- 
tometer  and a Quantacon photometer  at - 0 . 9 / x m  and (ii) 
indium-antimonide (InSb) photometers  tit - -2 .2 / ,m.  

The AsGa photometer ,  used at Pic du Midi for the 
September  12, 1988 and July 7/8, 1989 observations,  has 
two channels, one used in the 0.89-/zm methane band 
and the other at 0.75 p,m. The first channel is essentially 
sensitive to the stellar flux, while the second channel 
essentially records the flux from Neptune,  thus monitor- 
ing sky transparency,  seeing effects, and, more generally, 
~,cquisition problems. This discriminates real events (due 
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TABLE l 
Conditions of  Observation 

Date Observatory Wavelength Integration Star Star B (°) P(°) 
and telescope (#m) ~b) time (sec) magn. veloc. (km/s)  

June 15, 1983 CFH 3.6-m 2.18 0.3 6.9 24.2 -18°49'54" 23°44'53" 
July 22, 1984 ESO l-m 2.18 0.01 4.2 20.1 -18°15'40" 22°49'00" 
" ESO 50-cm 0.81 0.01 6.6 
August 20, 1985 ESO 1-m 2.18 0.01 6.4 1 1 . 1  -19°50'38" 21°32'18 " 

CFH 3.6-m 2.18 0.01 " " 
" CTIO 1.5-m 2.18 0.01 " " 

O c t o b e r  22, 1985 ESO 1-m no data 
April 23, 1986 CFH 3.6-m 2.18 0.05 12.4 8.2 -21°31'14 ', 17054'54" 
May 4, 1986 ESO t-m no data 
August 4, 1986 OPMT 2-m no data 
August 23, 1986 CFH 3.6-m no data 
June 22, 1987 ESO 3.6-m 2.18 0.01 10.1 24.1 -21050'23 " 17005'02" ' 
July 9, 1987 CFH 3.6-m no data 
July 25, 1988 ESO 3.6-m no data 
" ESO l-m no data 
July 30, 1988 ESO 2.2-m no data  
" ESO 1-m no data 
August 2, 1988 ESO 2.2-m 2.18 0.03 10.5 19.9 -22°10'11" 16°08'53" 
" ESO l-m 2.18 0.03 " " " 
August 25, 1988 CFH 3.6-rn 2.18 0.02 10.3 11.7 -22"05'17" 18028'02" ̀ 
September 12, 1988 OPMT 2-m 0.88 0.1 11.4 3.2 -21°57'33" 16"35'03" 
" OHP 1.93-m 2.18 0.066 6.8 " " 
July 7, 1989 ESO 2.2-m 2.18 0.01 5.5 23.8 -23°03'25" 13°50'40 ̀' 
July 7, 1989 ESO 1-m 2.18 0.01 . . . . .  
July 7, 1989 OPMT 2-m 0.88 0.05 7 " " " 

" B is the N e p t u n o c e n t r i c  e l e va t i on  of  the Ea r th  and  P is the posi t ion angle  o f  N e p t u n e ' s  pole in the 

p lane  o f  the sky,  c o u n t e d  c o u n t e r c l o c k w i s e  f rom the nor th .  T h e  a s s u m e d  N e p t u n e  pole d i rec t ion  is ~,~ 

= 298.9 ° and  fi~ = 42.8 ° (1950). 

h T h e  p h o t o m e t e r s  a re  l nsb at 2.18 # m .  Q u a n t a c o n  at 0.81 # m , a n d  A s G a  at 0.88 # m  
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to rings for instance) from spurious dips associated with 
ground or atmospheric problems. The one-channel 
Quantacon photometer, used for the July 22, 1984 obser- 
vation on the ESO 0.5-m telescope, was used in chopping 
mode. All the rest of the observations made use of lnSb 
photometers, also in chopping mode, except for the Au- 
gust 20, 1985 observations at CFHT, for which the direct 
signal was recorded. This choice was made to decrease 

TABLE 11 
Locations of the Observatories" 

S i t e  CFHT ESO CTtO OPMT OHP 

L a t i t u d e  19"49 '41" .9  -29"15'21".0 30*09'56".3 42"56'12" 43~55'45".6 

Longitude 155°28'18".0 W 70°43'53".7 W 70~48'54".5 W 00*08'32 " E 05°4T50 " E 

A t t i t u d e  (m) 4200 2350 2225 2860 650 

" C F H T ,  C a n a d a  F r a n c e  H a w a i i  T e l e s c o p e ;  ESO,  E u r o p e a n  South-  

ern  O b s e r v a t o r y ;  C T I O ,  C e r r o  To lo lo  i n t e r - A m e r i c a n  O b s e r v a t o r y ;  

O P M T ,  O b s e r v a t o i r c  du Pic du Midi de  T o u l o u s e :  O H P ,  O h s e r v a t o i r c  

de  H a u t e  P r o v e n c e .  

the overall time constant and thus to increase the spatial 
resolution. This technique is fruitful only with very bright 
stars, for which the sky and Neptune contributions are 
negligible. 

2.3. Prediction 

The occultation predictions were taken from two main 
sources. A first survey was made on yellow photographic 
plates (Mink et  al. 1981, Mink and Klemola 1985), and 
yielded the star candidates for the occultations of June 
15, 1983, July 22, 1984, April 23, 1986, August 2, 1988, 
September 12, 1988, and July 7/8, 1989. A more recent 
survey is based on R and ! plates (Nicholson, private 
communication, and Nicholson et  al. 1988), and allowed 
us to observe the occultations of August 20, 1985, June 
22, 1987, and August 25, 1988. Further information on the 
photometry of the candidate stars is provided by Covault 
and French (1986). It should be noted that the use of plates 
taken in the red has dramatically increased the number of 
candidate stars. Actually, direct infrared surveys using 
array detectors at 2.2 v,m would be now most useful for 
predicting forthcoming occultations by Neptune and the 
other giant planets. 
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3. DATA 

Before examining in more detail the results connected 
to the Neptunian arcs and rings, wc first give in this section 
a general description of  the raw data. Wc also present the 
reconstructed geometries of these occultations, i.e., the 
paths of the stars relative to Neptune,  in the plane of the 
sky. 

3.1. The Observations 

3.1.1. ,lun(" 15. 1983. This occultation (N30 in Mink 
et a/. 1981) was observed under excellent atmospheric 
conditions from Hawaii (CFHT).  The resulting lightcurvc 
is one of  the least noisy of  all, in spite of the modest 
elevation of  the star above the horizon: 28 ° at the begin- 
ning of the observation and 15 '~ at the end. Because of the 
particular geometry of the event,  the star scanned the 
equatorial plane of  Neptune down to 28,000 km, i.e., only 
I. I planetary radii (Fig. lb). This circumstance,  combined 
with the high signal-to-noise ratio, makes this scan the 
most complete to date in our  set. In particular, this obser- 
vation showed that Neptune does not possess continuous 
diffuse rings with normal optical depth larger than 6 × 
10 ~, nor narrow opaque rings wider than 300 m (Sicardy 
e t a / .  1986). These limits arc discussed again and im- 
proved,  when we include the more recent observations 
(sec Section 6). 

,?.1.2. July 22, 1984. "]'he very bright star 1SA()186001, 
or N34 of  Mink et al. 1981) led to the first tmambiguous 
detection of  ring-like material around Neptune (Roques 
e t a / .  1984, Sicardy e t a / .  1985, Hubbard et al. [986. 
Brahic et a/. 1986: and see Section 5). It was observed 
simultaneously from ESO ( I-m and 50-cm telescopes) and 
from the CTIO 0.9-m telescope, about 100 km away from 
ESO. The corresponding lightcurvcs have quality compa- 
rable to that of the June 15, 1983 observation.  The star 
missed the planet by a few hundreds of kilometers, as 
projected in the plane of the sky (l:ig. la and scc the 
discussion below), so that there was no occultation, but 
only an appulse. "]'he closest approach to the planet 's limb 
occurred around 51,000 km in the equatorial plane, and 
one can note the simultaneous detection,  around 65,000 
km, of  the arc event on both telescopes (Fig. 5a). A tirst 
report of  this arc discovery,  including the CTI()  data, is 
presented in Hubbard (,t al. (1986). Wc present hcrc a 
more precise discussion on the geometrical and optical 
properties of  this arc, taking into account the recent Nep- 
tune pole position determined after the Voyager 2 flyby 
(Section 5). Also, we estimate in Section 6 the upper limit 
for the material density when the star recrossed the a r t ' s  
orbit. 

.?.1.3. August  20, 198,5. This very bright candidate star 
(discovered by Nicholson, Matthews, and Gilmore, 1984. 

private communication) was observed simultaneously 
from CF H T in Hawaii and ESO in Chile (Fig. 5b). Also 
shown tbr comparison in Fig. 5b is the CTIO observation. 
The short preimmersion part of  the CF H T lightcurve is 
rather noisy because the observation was made in twilight, 
low above the horizon (Fig. 5c). A little after midocculta- 
tion at Ct;'HT, the acquisition was switched from chopping 
mode to nonchopping mode. This decreased the instru- 
mental time constant from 0. I It) ---0.025 sec, in the direct 
acquisit ion mode. A conspicuous event is visible around 
the 63,000-kin radius at egress (Fig. 5b). The properties 
of the corresponding ring-like material are investigated in 
Section 5. "]"his event was simultaneously observed at the 
Infrared Telescope Facil i ty ( IRTF. based about 400 m 
from CFHT),  an analysis of the IRTF data is published 
elsewhere (Nicholson cta/ .  1990). 

This observation led to the detection of a central flash 
in Chile. This flash is caused by the focusing of rays 
by Neptune's atmospheric layers around the 0.3-mbar 
pressure level. This rare phenomenon occurs only' i f  the 
observer passes within <i 1000 km of Neptune's shadow 
center (the impact parameter was about I I00 km for CTIO 
and ES() on August 20, 1985). "]'he analysis of this flash 
yields important constraints on Neptune's atmospheric 
oblateness and methane mixing ratio (Lel louch eta/. 1986. 
Hubbard el a/. 1987b) and on the scinti l lation in Neptune's 
stratosphere (Hubbard el a/. 1987a). Other central flashes 
were observed on September 12, 1988 at Pic du Midi and 
on July 7/8, 1989 at ESO (see beh)w). The comparison of 
these three flashes led to the discovery of the differential 
rotation of the upper atmosphere of Neptune, and will be 
published elsewhere (Sicardy el a/., in preparation). 

,?.1.4. April 23. 1986. "['his is the faintest star that we 
have observed [N39 on the list of Mink and Klemola 
(1985), K = 12.4; see Table 1]. "]'he signal-to-noise ratio 
is correspondingly one of the lowest (Fig. 58). Note, how- 
ever, that the slow speed of the star relative to Neptune 
(8.2 km/sec) and the use of a large telescope (3.6-m CFH 
telescope) partly compensate lbr the faintness. 

,?./.5. June 22, 1987. In spite of the relative ffJintness of 
the star Inl006 in the list of Nicholson et al. (1988). K 
10. I). the use of a large telescope (3.6-m ES() telescope), 
and the excellent meteorological conditions led to a quite 
satisfactory l ightcurve (Fig. 5d). The occultation by the 
atmosphere of the planet shows very strong spikes (Si- 
tardy 1988), indicating that the stellar apparent radius 
projected at the level of Neptune was significantly smaller 
(R, -~ 2 kin, see Section 5) than the typical value of 4-10 
km found in the other occultations. 

Two secondary events were detected during this obser- 
vation: one around 3h44m5 ~ UTC (near the 53,(X)0-km 
equatorial radius), and one around 6h53"'7" UTC, near 
Tritt)n's orbit (Fig. Ig). The first event, although deep 
enough, is very short and thus removed very little energy 
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FIG. 1. (a) Star paths, projected in the plane of the sky, for the occultations observed between 1983 and 1985. North is up and East is left. 
The various orientations of Neptune have been fixed to an average value, using the pole determined by Voyager 2 (Smith et  al.  1989, and see the 
text). The tilted ellipse represents an equatorial ring at 63,000 km for the planet's center. The arrow indicates the time evolution. The meaning of 
the labels are as follows: cfh83:15 June 1983, CFHT: eso84:22 July 1984. ESO; eso85-ctio85:20 August 1985, ESO and CTIO (central flash 
observed); cfh85:20 August 1985, CFHT. The dot on the upper right is the location of the event recorded on July 22, 1984 at ESO, with the 
associated error bar on its position. The square on the left is the location of the August 20, 1985 event of CFHT. For clarity, the small error bar 
on the position of this event (-200 km) has not been drawn. (b) Same star paths as in (aL but projected in Neptune's equatorial plane. The positive, 
horizontal x axis, taken as the origin of longitude, is the ascending node of Neptune's equatorial plane on the 1950.0 Earth mean equator. The 
circle is again the 63,000-km radius. The tilted ellipse is the shadow of Neptune on its own equatorial plane, as observed from the Earth. Any 
material orbiting inside that ellipse cannot be observed. The arrow indicates the time evolution. (c) Same as in (a), but for the occultations observed 
between 1986 and 1988. cfh86:23 April 1986, CFHT; eso87:22 June 1987 ESO; eso88:2 August 1988, ESO. The dashed lines are the two possible 
stellar tracks, neither being preferred because of the prediction uncertainties, cfh88:25 August 1988. CFHT, the interruption just prior to ingress 
is due to acquisition problems; ohp88-opmt88:12 September 1988, OHP and OPMT (central flash observed). (d) Same tracks as in (c), but projected 
in Neptune's equatorial plane. (e) Same as in (a), but for the 7/8 July 1989 occultation opmt89:7/8 July 1989, Pic du Midi, the acquisition starts 
just at 63,000 km because of cloud problems before that time; eso89:7/8 July 1989. ESO (central flash observed). (f) Same tracks as in (e), but 
projected in Neptune's equatorial plane. (g} Star paths for some of the occultations, relative to Triton's orbit, cfh83:15 June 1983. CFHT; eso84: 
22 July 1984. ESO; cfh85:20 August 1985, CFHT; eso87:22 June 1987, ESO; eso88:2 August 1988. ESO; cfh88:25 August 1988, CFHT. The dot 
is the location of the event recorded near Triton's orbit (see the text), and the cross is the position of Triton when the event was detected. 
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from the signal so that it is not visible in Fig. 5d. Its 
sharpness  actually favors an instrumental origin, as wc 
shall see in Section 5 (and sec Fig. 4a). The second event 
may be compat ible  with material orbiting near Tr i ton ' s  
orbit (Fig. 4b). 

3.1.6. August 2. 1988. Compar ison  of this observat ion 
[N49 in Mink and Klemola (1985)] with the June 22, 1987 
event shows the importance of telescope aperture  in the 
quality of  a lightcurve. Both observat ions  were made un- 
der approximate ly  the same conditions,  considering that 
the faintness of  the star is in one case compensa ted  by the 
slower motion relative to Neptune (Table 1). The smaller 
telescope aper tures  used on August 2, 1988 (I and 2.2 m 

instead of 3.6 m) yield one of the poorest  signal-to-noise 
ratios among all the curves presented here, even on the 
2.2-m telescope (Fig. 5e). However ,  a deep event caused 
by an opaque body and lasting several seconds could have 
been detected and confirmed by the I-m telescope. 

Finally, the stellar track was close to central (dashed 
lines in Fig. Ic), and neither of  the two possible solutions 
is preferred because there are no other  observat ions  to 
decide whether  the star passed North or South of  Nep- 
tune ' s  center.  Nevertheless ,  the midoccultat ion occurred 
around 5'137 m UTC and the miss distance to Neptune ' s  
shadow center  is about 3561) km tbr both solutions. There 
is actually a hint for a faint increase of  signal on the 2.2- 
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m telescope around that time. A more careful analysis 
could tell if this increase is compatible with the presence 
of  a central flash. 

3.1.7. August  25, 1988. In spite of  the faintness of  the 
source (nl038 in the Nicholson et al. (1988) list, K = 
10.3), the small velocity of  the star relative to Neptune,  
11.7 km/sec,  yielded a good-quality lightcurve (Fig. 5d). 
Note that the star scanned well within the Neptune Roche 
limit, down to a distance of about 33,200 km, i.e., about 
1.3 Neptunian radii (Fig. Id). Note also that about 8 min 
of  data were lost just prior to ingress because of  a failure 
in the acquisition software. 

3.1.8. September 12, 1988. The occulted star is candi- 
date N51 in Mink and Klemola 's  (1985)list, alias n1040 in 
the Nicholson et al. (1988) list. This occultation, the only 
one visible from Europe in our  set with the July 7/8, 1989 
occultation, was exceptional because of  the brightness of  
the star (1 = 11.4, K = 6.8) and because of  the slowness 
of  Neptune in the plane of the sky (v, = 3.2 km/sec). 
Actually, the occultation occurred only I week before the 
quadrature of  the planet (on September  19, 1988). These 
favorable conditions were, however,  counteracted by the 
modest culmination of Neptune above the horizon (the 
observation started at ~25 ° and ended at -~9°). The corre- 
sponding lightcurves (Pic du Midi and Haute Provence) 
are thus of  relatively poor quality (see Fig. 5g). The ingress 
behind the planet occurred during daytime, so that it was 
not possible to detect it from France. Fortunately,  the 
observation of a central flash in the twilight, just at the 
beginning of the observation at OPMT, provides good 
astrometry of  the occultation. Finally. a problem in the 
acquisition software prevented the recording of  data dur- 
ing the occultation of  the star by the planet al Haule 
Provence Observatory.  

3.1.9. July 7/8, 1989. This is the last occultation obser- 
vation that we have made prior to the Voyager  2 encounter  
with Neptune.  The very bright infrared source (N55 in 
Mink and Klemola 's  list of 1985) has magnitudes K = 5.5 
and / -~ 7, and was observed both at ESO and Pic du Midi. 
The stellar track in Chile was amost central (Fig. le), 
so that a flash was observed near midoccultation. The 
conditions of  observations in Chile were good; those at 
Pic du Midi were partially spoiled because of  numerous 
absorptions by clouds. The use of  a two-channel photome- 
ter, however,  allowed us to retrieve most of  the signal, by 
dividing the 0.89-tzm channel output (mostly sensitive to 
the star) by the 0.75-tzm channel output (mostly sensitive 
to Neptune).  

3.2. Astrometry Reconstruction 

Due to the absolute uncertainty on Neptune ' s  ephem- 
erid and on the star position, it is not possible to know in 
advance the path of  the star relative to the planet with an 

accuracy better  than 0.3-0.5 arcsec, i.e., 60t)0-10,000 km 
at the distance of  Neptune.  Three methods have been 
used to reconstruct  a posteriori the ast rometry of  each 
occultation. 

When an occultation by Neptune occurs,  the half-light 
times, i.e., the times at ingress and egress when the stellar 
flux reaches half of its unocculted value, define two points 
in the plane of  the sky. This chord, combined with the 
known figure of  Neptune 's  shape, gives only two possible 
trajectories for the star. The ambiguity is in general solved 
because the predictions are accurate enough to tell 
whether  the star passed North or South of  the planet 
center,  except for nearly central occultalions (see the 
August 2, 1988 occultation, Fig. Ic). Information on the 
orientation of  Neptune 's  disk in the plane of the sky is 
given in Table I. We have adopted for the Neptunian 
equatorial radius a N = 25,269 km [pressure level I /zbar, 
see Hubbard et al. (1987b)1, and for the planet 's oblate- 
ness ~: = 0.0208 (Lellouch et al. 1986). The error  made in 
the determination of  the hall-light points essentially comes 
from the presence of numerous spikes observed during the 
ingress and egress of  the star, thus preventing a rigorous 
definition of  half-light level. Consequently,  isothermal 
synthetic lightcurves are fitted to the data, which defines 
the half-light times. Note that any deviation from an iso- 
thermal profile may introduce systematic errors in the 
parameters of  the best fit. The error  made on the determi- 
nation of the planetary half-lighl limb is of the order  of 
the scale height H of the probed atmosphere,  i.e., about 
50 km in the case of  Neptune. The half-light times are 
given in Table 111. 

TABLE III 
Occultation Half-Light Times and Dispersion of the 

Equivalent Widths 

Date Site Telescope Ingress Egress 

tII~(_UTC) ¢(b)(m) t(,~(UTC) a(~')(m) 

6/15/1983 CFH 3.6-m 14~24~'52".0 70 14h56~18*.5 - 
7/22/1984 ESO 1-m 40 40 
7/22/1984 ESO 0.5-m 100 I00 
8/20/1985 CFH 3.6-m 5h28-~17".0 85 6h41m18°.0 60 
8/20/1985 ESO 1-m 5h17"~26°.3 85 6h34~,56".1 290 
8/20/1985 CTIO 1.5-m 5h17"~31".4 70 6h35"00".3 310 
4/23/1986 CFH 3.6-m 13h03~04'.5 1 5 5 0  13~34~50°.8 1260 
6/22/1987 ESO 3.6-m 3h06~'58".7 185 3~19m23°.5 185 
8/2/1988 ESO 3.6-m 5h15m~52°.8 1900 5~58~'08".8 1900 

8/25/1988 CFH 3.6-m 8h52~"18".7 260 9h57"~51°.8 260 
9/12/1988 OPMT 2-m 480 
9/12/1988 OHP 1.93-m 780 
7/7/1989 ESO 2.2-m 23h47~"30".2 425 24h22"18'.7 170 
7/7/1989 ESO 1 .-m 23h47~30".2 425 24h22"~18".7 425 
7/7/1989 OPMT 2.m 23~44~30°.6 425 24~16"~42".7 425 

" t~,,_ is the hal t - l ight  t ime  of  the s u b o c c u l t a t i o n  point  in N e p t u n e ' s  
a t m o s p h e r e .  

ho- is the  d i s p e r s i o n  of  E,  w h o s e  d i s t r i bu t i on  is c lose  to a G a u s s i a n  
func t ion :  e ~:'~'~. See  the text .  
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A second method has been used if the observer  passes 
within about 1000 km of  Neptune 's  shadow center.  In 
such circumstances,  a "'central flash" is observed.  Such 
a phenomenon was observed on August 20, 1985 from 
ESO and CTIO. on September  12, 1988 from o P M r ,  and 
on July 7/8, 1989 from ESO. The shape of  the flash not 
only constrains the apparent oblateness of the planet, but 
also the path of  the star relative to Neptune.  Again, the 
error  made in such an astrometric reconstruction is 
roughly one scale-height H. 

()n July 22. 1984, there was no occultation by Neptune. 
Thus,  only a third method can be used, namely, taking 
astrometric plates containing both the planet and the star. 
Three astrometric plates taken and measured by A. Klem- 
ola (1984, private communication) at l,ick Observatory 
on June 8, 1984, have yielded a typical accuracy of  0. I-0.2 
arcsec, i.e., about 3000-4000 km at the distance of Nep- 
tune. Note,  however,  on Fig. la that the nominal track 
grazed the northern limb of  the planet, so that the error  
in the star position is not  symmetrical with respect to 
that nominal track. Closest approach to the northern limb 
occurred at 6 n 30 m + 150 sec UT, with an impact parameter  
of 25,570 +_ 3000 km. Considering Neptune 's  radius and 
oblateness at I /J, bar, as well as the geometry of the ap- 
pluse, Gin occultation by the planet should have been ob- 
served if the impact parameter  had been smaller than 
24,870 km. Consequently,  the error  in the star position is, 
in the vertical direction, ' *~) km. This constraint tightens 

- 700  

the error  bar on the position of the detected arc. as dis- 
cussed in Section 5. 

The final result of the astromctric reconstruction is the 
position of  the star rclativc to Neptune,  in the plane of 
the sky, as a function of  time. The sky plane coordinates 
arc noted as c and rl: they define the star position relative 
to Neptune 's  center,  projected along the local West -Eas t  
and Sou th -Nor th  axes, respectively. The quantities ~ and 

are measured positively eastward and northward, re- 
spectively. For all the trajectories,  we have included in 
the calculated star position the relativistic corrections duc 
to the bending of  starlight by Neptune.  The effect of  ray 
deflection reaches about 50 km (in the plane of the sky) 
near the p laners  limb, and decreases as the inverse square 
of  the apparent distance to Neptune 's  center.  

Figures la, c, c, and g show the reconstructed astromet- 
ties corresponding to our successful observations.  Wc 
have indicated in these figures the 63,000-km equatorial 
radius near which we have detected ring-like material and 
where the Voyager 2 imaging experiment has revealed Gin 
arc-r ing system (Smith et al. 1989). Figures lb, d, and f 
show, on the other  hand, the stellar tracks projected in 
the equatorial plane of  Neptune.  The positive, horizontal 
x axis defines the origin of  longitudes used in this paper. 
This origin has been chosen to be the ascending node of 
the equatorial plane on the 1950.0 Earth Mean Equator.  

It serves to determine the true longitudes of the detected 
arcs (see. for instance, "Fable V). The circles on these 
figures show again the 63,0(~)-km radius, and the tilted 
ellipse is the " s h a d o w "  of  Neptune on its cquatorial plane 
as seen from the Earth. Any ring inside the ellipse is either 
hidden behind the planet or transiting against the disk. 
Finally, Fig. Ig shows the full extent of some of our scans 
out to Tri lon 's  orbit. These scans were made whenever  
possible to search for material outside Neptune 's  Roche 
limit, as well as material sharing Tri ton's  orbit. 

The nine occultations analyzed here yield 16 indepen- 
dent lightcurvcs, i.e., lightcurves obtained at different 
telescopes (see Table 1). However ,  the telescopes at ESO 
are separated by a distance smaller than the Fresnel dif- 
fraction scale and smaller than the stellar diameter,  so 
that they scan identical regions around Neptune. Further- 
more, a typical stellar track crosses the Neptune neighbor- 
hood twice, once prior to ingress and once after egress. 
There are three exceptions: the June 15, 1983 occultation 
yields only a preimmersion lightcurvc and the two Sep- 
tember 12, 1988 observations each provides only a post- 
cmcrsion lightcurve. Finally the I-m telescope curve of 
the August 2, 1988 observation is not used because it 
is too noisy. Everything considered, we thus obtain 24 
independent and separate scans in Neptune 's  equatorial 
plane. 

4. REDUCTION OF DATA 

Our results have been obtained under very different 
conditions from one observation to another: the impact 
parameter,  the star brightness, and the relative velocities 
are substantially different among the observations.  To 
rcadily compare all the lightcurvcs in spite of  these differ- 
cnces, we pk)t the data on a common radial scale. Morc 
precisely, once the astrometry of  each occultation is re- 
constructed,  the lightcurve is not plotted versus time, but 
versus the apparent distance of the star from Neptune 's  
center,  projected in the equatorial plane of  the planet. 
Then, the flux is t ransformed into an "equivalent  width" 
E, roughly defined as the width of an opaque ring which 
would block as much light as the observed events (see 
below for details). Finally, when an event is detected, a 
diffracting bar model is fitted to the profile, to derive such 
parameters as the physical width of  the corresponding 
ring, its transmission, and its precise location in time. 

4. I. P r a j e c t h m  in a R¢:ference P lane  

To derive a radial scale from the timing t of the 
lightcurves, the position so(t), rl(t) of  the star in the plane 
of the sky must bc projected onto the local l,aplacian 
(reference) plane, where the ring material is assumed to 
lie. Because of  the combined effects of  inelastic collisions 
and the oblateness of the planet, the particles scttlc into 
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the reference plane (Brahic 1977, Brahic et al. 1982). This 
reference plane is almost identical to the equatorial plane 
of the planet for the cases of interest. This is confirmed 
by the recent Voyager 2 data (Smith et al. 1989), which 
do not show any polar material as predicted by some 
models (Dobrovolskis 1980, Borderics 1989, Dobro- 
volskis et al. 1989). 

Previous interpretations of secondary events around 
Neptune have been inaccurate due to the error of-~2 ° in 
the Earth-based determinations of N eptune' s pole (Harris 
1984, Jacobson 1987). This resultcd in errors of several 
hundred kilometers when projecting the positions of the 
secondary events from the sky plane to Neptune's equato- 
rial plane. We use here a "'new" polc, as determined by 
the Voyager 2 Imaging Science experiment (Smith et al. 
1989). This plane is close to the average orbital plane 
of the six new satellites discovered during the Voyager 
encounter. The adopted pole, % = 298°.9, 60 = 42 °.8 
(1950.0), is more precisely defincd as the pole which gives 
the same radius for the arc events detected both from the 
ground on June 7, 1985 (Covault et al. 1986) and August 
20, 1985 (sec below), and from the spacecraft in August 
1989 (Nicholson et al. 1990). This new pole is furthermore 
assumed to be "frozen":  i.e., we neglect the precession 
of Neptune's pole induced by Triton's orbital precession 
rate. A conservative estimation of the error attached to 
Neptune's pole is thus A% ~ A8 o <_ 0°.1. Once more 
accurate values for Triton's mass and orbital elements are 
known from Voyager 2 data, then together with values of 
Neptune gravitational moments, the figures given in this 
paper can be improved. 

4.2. Ring Equivalent Width 

Once the stellar flux is plotted as a function of the 
distance r to the planet center in the equatorial plane, 
then the observed stellar flux ~,(r) is transformed into an 
"equivalent width" E(r). The calculation of E(r) requires 
the following steps: 

I. An interval of data spanning I000 km around the 
radius r is considered. In the middle of this interval, a 50- 
km window w(r) centered on r is opened, and a linear 
function F(p) is fitted to the data over the llYO0-km inter- 
val, excluding the 50-km window (p is the radius in the 
window). 

2. This linear fit is used to normalize the stellar flux 
over the 50-km window 

6(p) =(P,(p) lkIp) ,  (1) 

so that the integrated apparent equivalent width E' of 
possible ring segments present in the window is 

E'tr) = f 11 - ~btp)ldp. 
war) 

(2) 

3. To obtain a quantity independent of the projection 

effect, we define 

E(r) = E'(r) sin(B) (3) 

where B is the Neptunoccntric elevation of the Earth (see 
Table I). Thc 1000-km interval is then shifted by 50 km, 
and the procedure is resumed. The result is a plot of E(r) 

in adjacent 50-km windows. 

We note the following: 

• The equivalent width E is independent of the stellar 
diameter or diffraction effects, because these smoothing 
effects conserve total flux. Furthermore, diffraction of 
light by small particles yields an overestimation by a factor 
of 2 of the actual optical depth. This must be taken into 
account before deriving the ring optical depth (Cuzzi 
1985). These corrections are discussed in more detail in 
Sections 5 and 6. 

• For a given observation, the signal-to-noise ratio is 
highest near the point of closest approach (in the equato- 
rial plane), where many data points are collected in the 
same 50-km window. Similarly, the best observations are 
those with the highest value of ~,/v r, where vr is the radial 
velocity of the star in the equatorial plane. 

• The window method does not assume anything about 
the shape of the events. In particular, artificial events like 
electric discharges or rapid decenterings are indistinguish- 
able from real events with this method. 

• It is important to realize that the choice of a 50- 
km window is the result of a compromise. It is actually 
intended to detect narrow rings of Neptune, with a width 
between -10-20 km (the minimum width allowed by dif- 
fraction and the typical stellar apparent diameters) and 
~50 km. Diffuse, wider rings are canceled out in the 
present treatment,  This is the desired goal when slow sky 
variations must be corrected for, but it may overlook 
the presence of diffuse material around the planet. Such 
diffuse material is searched for only on the best available 
lightcurves, i.e., data with photometric quality. 

4.3. Diffracting Bar Model  

The secondary events are compared to a simple ring 
model, first to check whether these events arc compatible 
with real ones, and second (if they are real) to determine 
their geometrical and optical properties. In all the text, 
the corresponding quantities (width, transmission, optical 
depth, equivalent width, and equivalent depth) are primed 
when they are "apparent,"  i.e,, when the arc is observed 
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projected in the plane of  the sky, and nonprimcd when 
they arc " 'normal ,"  i.e., when the arc is observed perpen- 
dicularly to its own orbital plane. Finally, a subscript d is 
used when diffraction effects are taken into account (see 
below). 

Our approach for modeling the data is the "'square- 
well" model described by Elliot et al. (1984): 

• The ring-like material is modeled as a uniformly gray 
strip, bounded by sharp edges. 

• The model includes the diffraction of the wavefront 
by the strip, and then convolves the profile by the filter 
bandpass, by the stellar apparent disk, assumed to be 
uniform (i.e., there is no limb darkening), and finally by 
the instrumental response. 

The algorithm used for generating the diffraction pa- 
terns of the strip allows us to calculate the Frcsncl func- 
tions, and thus the diffraction profiles, with an arbitrary 
accuracy (Roques et al. 1987L The synthetic profile is 
then fitted to the observed profile, using a standard least- 
squares simplex method. Following arc the frcc parame- 
ters of  the model: 

• the mid-time, to of the event:  
• the radial width, W.,  of the strip, projected in the 

plane of the ring: 
• The apparen t  (i.e., in the plane of the sky) fractional 

t r an sm i s s ion f  of the profile [the quantity.l" is defined as 
the fraction of  energy going through the ring, and is related 
to the apparent optical depth r '  by 7" = - In( / ' ) l :  

• the flux just outside the ring profile Ithis flux may not 
coincide with the full unocculted stellar flux since there 
can exist faint diffuse material around the ring: this is the 
case, for instance, for the arc profile detected on August 
20, 1985 at C F H T  (see Section 5 and Fig. 3c)1. 

The stellar apparent radius R. is not taken as a frec 
parameter, but rather is set to some fixed value at the 
beginning of each fit. Then, the effect of R, is investigated 
"by  hand" for minimizing the residuals. This approach is 
dictated by the complex topology of the residuals when 
the stellar radius is varied. In particular, it may appear 
that the residuals have several local minima, with no pos- 
sibi l i ty of deciding which minimum is the best one. This 
is the case for the August 20, 1985 arc event, for which 
two solutions are possible (Section 5 and Figs. 3a, b). 

it should be kept in mind that the square-well model is 
somewhat arbitrary, and would probably not bc expected 
on theoretical grounds. Rather, it is a convenient model, 
with the smallest possible number of free parameters, 
which allows a homogeneous comparison of all the ob- 
served profiles. Such a description allows also the deter- 
mination of model-independent quantities like the "'equiv- 

alcnt width" E and the "'equivalent dep th"  A. The two 
distances E and A arc defined as (Elliot et al. 19841 

E = W r ( I  - . / " ) s i n ( B )  

A - W , r ' s i n ( B ) .  
(4) 

The quantity E is proportional to the total amount of 
light removed from the stellar beam, i.e., the suffacc occu- 
pied by the particles if the ring is observed normally and  
if the ring is semitransparent and monolayer.  The quantity 
A, on the other  hand, is proportional to the total amount 
of material present in a vertical section of the ring (f 
the latter is polylaycr. Note, however,  that these two 
quantities coincide for low-optical-depth rings and diverge 
from each other  for dense rings. With the normal optical 
depth found for the arcs in this paper (in the range 
0.03-0.07, sec Table IV), Eand  A differ by less than about 
10%. Physically, E may be interpreted as the radial width 
of  an opaque monolayer  ring which would block as much 
light as the observed ring, when both arc observed perpen- 
dicularly to the ring plane. On the other hand, A may bc 
interpreted as the radial width of a multilaycr equatorial 
ring, with normal optical depth unity, which would con- 
rain as much material as the observed ring. 

Finally, one must note that a unitbrm gray screen with 
fractional t ransmiss ionf '  is not  equivalent to a particulate 
ring with free fractional a r e a l ' ,  when it is observed from 
far. This is because each particle creates its own diffrac- 
tion pattern, thus scattering the incident wave on a spatial 
scale much larger than the width W,. This leads to an 
overestimation of the actual optical depth r '  by a factor 2 
(Cuzzi 1985I. Thus, the actual normal optical depth r d, 
the equivalent width Ed, and the equivalent depth A d at 
the distance of  Neptune arc, once diffraction effects are 
taken into account,  

where,flj = e ''-~ 

r d -- r 'sin(B)/2 

E,j - Wr(I -.l 'i0sin(B) 

Ad - A/2, 

- k , . ~ ; .  

(5I 

5. ARC DETECTIONS 

We pointed out in the introduction that several second- 
ary events have been observed in addition to the occulta- 
tions by the planet. Most of them can easily bc identified 
as artifacts due to electrostatic discharges, poor seeing, 
decentering, clouds, or other  artifacts. Wc present in this 
section three events for which such explanations do not 
hold. Two of  these events have been observed from three 
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TABLE IV 
Optical and Geometrical Properties of the Secondary Events 

Date 
and site 

v. B Ro t. W. t*' f '  £-44b' A~ bl T~ b) 
(kra/s) (km) (UTC) (kin) (kin) (km) 

July 22, 1984 
ESO 

-18.94 -19".261 8.5 5h40~08°.7 15.1 0.64 1. 1.1 0.074 

August 20, 1985 16.84 -19".84 
CFHT " " 

June 22, 1987 24.09 
ESO (,) 

5.75 6h53'~49'.I 15.3 0.71 0.8 0.9 0.058 
3.5 ~ 25.2 0.82 0.8 0.8 0.034 

W' f '  E' A' r '  

(0.05) (3h44"05".5) (0.9) (0.16) (0.2) (0.3) (0.92) 

24.07 0.3 6h53~06°.9 10.1 0.84 0.3 0.3 0.087 

" W r is the radial width of  the event, projected in Neptune 's  equatorial plane. 
b The values of b_d, A,j. and r d have been corrected for the viewing geometry and the 

factor of 2 due to particle diffraction. See the text. Note. however, the exception for the 
June 22. 1987 observation. 

' All the primed quantities associated with this observation are projected in the plane 
of the sky. See the text. Quantities in parentheses are associated with the probably 
instrumental event of June 22. 1987. 
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and two telescopes,  on July 22, 1984 at ESO and August 
20, 1985 at CFHT,  respectively. They correspond to mate- 
rial orbiting inside Neptune ' s  Roche limit, and they led to 
the preparation and the achievement of  the Voyager  2 
ring observations.  The third event,  observed near Tri ton 's  
orbit (June 22, 1987 at ESO), remains ambiguous bccausc 
of  the lack of  a simultaneous detection. As an example,  
we describe also a fourth event  (observed on June 22, 
1987 at ESO, around the 53,000-km radius) that can bc 
discarded based on our  diffracting bar model. 

5.1. July 22 1984, ESO 

The July 22, 1984 observation led to the first unambigu- 
ous detection of  incomplete ring-like material around 
Neptune (Hubbard et al. 1986). Such a conclusion is based 
on the following arguments: 

• The event was observed simultaneously by three in- 
dependent  telescopes: the 0.5-m and l-m telescopes at 
ESO and the 0.9-m telescope at CTIO, l(X) km away from 
ESO. This rules out spurious events like clouds, power 
failure, acquisition problems, etc. 

• The event is well fitted by a square-well diffracting 
bar model at the distance of  Neptune (Fig. 2a). Further- 
more,  the relative location of ESO and CTIO in the plane 
of  the sky shows that the detected material is locally 
aligned with a Neptunian equatorial ring. This argues for 
material associated with the planet, rather than material 

close to Neptune in the sky, but at a very different dis- 
tance. 

• The width of  the occulting body is about 15 km (Table 
IV), while its length is at least 100 km (i.e., the separation 
between ESO and CTIO). Furthermore.  the profiles of  the 
two events arc similar, considering the noise level. This 
rules out an occultation due to a small Neptunian satellite, 
unless a very special gcomctry occurred.  Finally, no event 
was detected on the same night when the radius of the 
assumed equatorial material was crossed again (Fig. 2b). 
In any case, other  observations do not show any signifi- 
cant events at that radius, thus ruling out the presence of 
dense, permanent continuous rings around Neptune. 

These points lead to strong evidence lbr the presence of  
ring-like material around Neptune,  with a highly inhomo- 
geneous azimuthal distribution. 

A least-squares fit to the 0.5-m telescope event is shown 
in Fig. 2a. Wc do not study here the I-m telescope profile, 
because the chopping rate was significantly lower on the 
I-m telescope (7 Hz) than on the 0.5-m telescope (100 
Hz), and so the profile needs deconvolution and will be 
presented elsewhere.  The variation of  the residuals as a 
function of  the apparent stellar radius R, indicates that 
effective stellar radii between - 7 . 3 - 7 . 8  and - 8 - 8 . 5  km 
are equally possible. The variations of  W r , f ' ,  and t 0 when 
R. is varied from 7.3 to 8.5 km are typically 0. I kin, 0.01. 
and 0.01 sec, respectively. This corresponds to a typical 
error  in the normal optical depth 7- 0 of  ,-0.(X)3 (with diffrac- 
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FIG. 2. (al Best lit o f  a semi t ransparen t  diffracting hat- model ,o the 22 July 1984 arc profile (0.5-m ES()  telescope).  The quant i t ies  R..  W,. and 
f '  are respect ively  the stellar apparen t  radius,  the ring radial width ~projected in the plane of  the ring), and the ring apparen t  fractional t r ansmiss ion  
(see the text).  (b) Stellar flux at the I-m te lescope where  the stellar track again c rosses  the arc orbit (upper  curve) .  The lower  curve  s h o ~ s  the arc. 
The data are averaged on I-kin intervals.  The a r rows  indicate the time evolut ion and the horizontal  bars  indicate where  the c ross ings  of  the 53.200- 

amt 63.(RR)-km radii occur, within the as t romet r ic  uncertaintie,,.  

tion taken into accotmt). The values of ½', ..I". and t,. ',ts 
well as the derived optical depth, and the equivalent width 
and depth F d and A d are summarized in "[`able IV. 

The timing of the events provides its location relative 
to Neptune. However,  since no occultation by the phmct 
occurred { Fig. la), the astrometry relies only on astromel- 
ric plates, with typical errors of _+3000 kin. This error 
translates directly onto the distance of the detected arc 
from the planet 's center (Table V). The situation is more 
favorable for determining the true longitude 1. of  the arc 
in Neptune ' s  equatorial plane. As discussed in Section 
3.2. the stellar track can be shifted by al most 700 km to 
the south; otherwise an occultation by the planet would 
have taken place. This constant explains why the e,'ror 
bar on 1. in Table V is not symmetrical with respect It) 
ZC tO.  

TABLE V 
Locations of the Arcs 

Date ~1~) 7/I, ~ r~bl L¢~,1 
and site (kin) (km) (kin) 

July 22, 1984 -60290 ± 3000 24900 +ra~ 65300±3000 151~.6 -7 "~ 
ESO 

August 20, 1985 32275 i 50 8090 = 50 63160+200 36°.8.t 0.2 
CFHT 

" ,~ and 'r/.arc the coord ina,e ' ,  o f  the arc in the plane o f  ,he , ,k} .  
relative to N e p t u n e ' s  con,or .  

~' r and I. are ,he radius and the Iong i ,udc  o f  the arc m N c p , u n c " ,  
equator ia l  p lane,  respec t i ve ly .  ,gee ,he lex ,  fo r  detai l , , .  

5.2. August  20, 19&5, C F H T  

[`his occultation, simultaneously observed fronl Chile 
and Hawaii. led to the second unambiguous detection of 
arc material from Mauna Kea in Hawaii I Fig. 5b). Note 
also on Fig. 5b that no event was recorded on the same 
night on the other side of the planet, from ESO and CTIO. 

Figure 3 displays some details of  the Hawaii event, 
together with least-squares fits to the data. A map of the 
residual in a width-transmission ( W , , f ' )  grid reveals that, 
for a given apparent stellar radius R .  there are actually 
two local minima, whose relative depths depend on R .  
Consequently,  there are two branches of  solutions for the 
best tit. The best fits corresponding to each branch arc 
displayed in Figs. 3a and b. respectively. With solution I. 
wc have R, - 5.75 km, W, - 15.3 km, and r d - (J.058 
with typical  errors on W. and r,  o f  (1.2 km and 0.t)01, 
respect ively.  These error  bars are estimated from the 
quality of various fits near the best least-squares fit. Solu- 
tion 2 yields R. = 3.50 km, W, - 25.2 ± 3 kin. and r d = 
0.034 + 0.00l ('[,able IV).  One can see that these two 
lits give essentially indistinguishable profiles, and have 
essentially identical equiwdent widths, from the conserva- 
tion of energy. A similar conclusion is reached by Nichof  
son eta/.  (1990) wi th  the simultaneous IRTF  observat ions. 

Note that wi th  solut ion I, the detected body has the 
same width as the July 22, 1984 arc (W, = 15.1 kin). "['he 
scintillation of the stellar flux in Neptune 's  atmosphere 
may add some independent constraints on the stellar di- 
ameter, thus discriminating between solutions I and 2. 
Narayan and Hubbard (1988) have developed a model of 
turbulent scintillation which allows one to retrieve the 
stellar dimension from the spikes observed during the 
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FIG. 3. (a, b) Fits to the August 20, 1985 arc profile (CFHT). Two equally satisfying solutions are possible, depending on the assumed apparent 
stellar radius R.. Note that the flux does not reach unity ,just outside the arc profile, which betrays the presence of diffuse material. (c) Possible 
diffuse material associated with the 20 August 1985 arc profile (CFHT). An approximately 1.5~ signal drop is visible around the main feature. 
extending approximately <-100 km from edge to edge. in the equatorial plane of Neptune. This profile may be compared to the simultaneous arc 
profile detected at the nearby IRTF station INicholson eta/. 1990). 

occultation by the planet 's  stratosphere. Assuming a 
Gaussian intensity distribution, these authors derive a 
typical effective radius (Icr dispersion) o f o .  = 4.7 km for 
the star. This dispersion roughly corresponds to a radius 
R. - 6 km for an uniformly bright stellar disk. Thus this 
result seems to favor solution I over solution 2; i.e.. it 
favors the solution which yields the same width as the 
July 22, 1984 event. 

The August 20, 1985 object has a size which is not very 
large compared to the Fresnel scalc X/hD/2 - 3 km, where 
h is the wavelength and D is the distance between the 
observer  and the diffracting object. The width W r is also 
comparable to the apparent stellar diameter ~ 12 km, so 
that it is actually difficult to distinguish between a diffrac- 
tion pattern caused by a semitransparent bar and that 
caused by a small opaque satellite (Roqucs et al. 1987). 

However ,  the present profile exhibits some shoulders 
(Fig. 3c), showing the presence of  faint material around 
the main object. This argues for the object being com- 
posed of semitransparent ring material rather than being 
a single compact  body. 

The typical apparent optical depth of  this faint material 
is r 0 - 0.015, corresponding to a normal optical depth ra 

0.0025. The typical total width of  the arc plus its shoul- 
ders is -< 100 km (Fig. 3c). Comparison with the arc profile 
detected simultaneously at IRTF confirms the existence 
of  the inner shoulder, with similar optical depth and width, 
but does not confirm the presence of the outer shoulder 
(Nicholson et al. 1990). A careful comparison of  the noise 
levels and instrumental responses on the respective 
curves could explain the origin of this discrepancy. 

The geometrical and optical properties of the dense part 
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of  the arc are summarized in Table IV. Table V provides 
the radius r and Iongitudc L of  thc detectcd body. "Fhc 
quoted errors are due partly to the uncertainty on the 
as t romct ry  (about one scale height. --50 kin, as discussed 
in Section 3.2) and partly to the tmcertainty of  Ncp t tme ' s  
pole position (Aa o ,-- ASp -- 0 °.1, see Section 4.1). The 
geometry  of  the occultat ion is such that thc dependence  
of r on o% and 80 is almost identical in this casc,  

i,'/at~p - ar/a6 v + 1650 km/deg. (6) 

from which wc derive an error  .£~ .... +200 kin. A similar 
analysis,  applied to the longitude L, yields AL ± 0".2. 

5.3. The June 22. 1987 Ew, nts. ESO 

The two events  presented here offer a good example  of  
the weakness  of  claims based on observat ions  with only 
one telescope.  A partial answer  to this problem is the use 
of  diffracting bar models to distinguish between real and 
spurious events .  Despite this. some events  remain ambig- 
uous, as seen below. 

5.3.1. An instrument ew'nt? During this observat ion.  
made at ESO under excellcnt t ransparency and sccing 
conditions,  a secondary event was recorded inside the 
Roche limit of  the planct, at 52,800 _+ 201) km from Ncp- 
tune ' s  ccnter  (Fig. 4a). At tempts  were made to fit the 
diffraction model to this very narrow event.  Figure 4a 
presents  one of  the best fits, obtained by shifting all the 
parameters  so as to decrcase  the duration of  the synthetic 
event.  In particular,  the star was considered as essentially 
a point sourcc (R. = 0.05 km), and thc objcct was assumcd 
to be perpendicular  to the stellar track. Thc only smooth-  

ing effects are thus diffraction and the instrumental re- 
sponse.  The resulting synthetic profile is still too shallow, 
and its inbound slope is not steep enough compared  to the 
observed drop of  signal. The physical parameters  associ- 
ated with this event are found in Table IV. Note that they 
refer to apparent quantities, since no at tempt was made 
to project the dimensions of  the putative object in a parti t-  
ular reference plane. 

A possible cxphmation for this event is an electrostatic 
discharge on the detector ,  a phenomenon which can cause 
very sharp variations of  signal, in both positive and nega- 
tive directions. 

5.3.2. The Triton event. An appulse between the star 
and Triton (closest approach - 2 an-csec), occurred about 
3 hr 30 min after the closest approach to Neptune (Fig. 
Ig). No occultation by Triton occurred,  but a secondary 
event was observed as the star passed near Tr i ton ' s  orbit, 
in the phmc of the sky (Fig. 4b). This event is referred 
to as the "'Triton even t . "  The crossing of Tr i ton ' s  orbit 
occurred near the culmination of  Neptune at ES(). at a 
zcnilhal distance of only 23 ° . This c i rcumstance,  co/n- 
bined with the good stability of  the signal, the absence or" 
guiding problems,  and the uniqueness of  the event during 
the 90 min of observat ion around the appulse,  argues for 
a real event.  

A tit to the data is shown in Fig. 4b: see also Table 
IV. where again the qttantities are apparent .  As for the 
previous event, we have assumed that the occulting bar 
was perpendicular  to the star track, and m)te that the best 
tit requires a rather small apparent  stelhtr d iameter  (R. 
0.3 km). However ,  it appears  that any vahte o fR .  +~. 2 km 
yields an equally satisfactory fit, considering the noise 
level. This small apparent  radius seems to be compatible  
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FIG. 4. Two events  observed during the 22 June 1987 occultation at ESO. In this figure. W' is the apparent  width of the event ,  projected in 
the plane of  the sky. See the text. (a) This deep and sharp event is probably spurious because it is nar rower  than allowed by diffraction and 
inst rumental  smooth ing  effects.  In this fit. the star is a s sumed  to bc essentially a point source,  and the diffracting bar is a s sumed  to be normal to 
the stellar track. (b) The event  detected near Tr i ton ' s  orbit. Note the change of vertical scale with respect to the previous figure. The diffracting 
model can now fit both the slope and the depth of  the event.  
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FIG. 5. Stellar flux, transformed in equivalent width E(see the text), as a function of the distance r to Neptune's center, in the equatorial plane 
of the planet. The curve labels refers to the year and the observatory. The arrows indicate the time evolution. Most of the observations have a 
preimmersion curve ( ,-)  and a postemersion curve (---,). A vertical, bent arrow indicates a continuity in the data. when the minimum distance to 
the planet center is not reached behind the disk of Neptune, but in the plane of the sky. (a) to ld) have the same vertical scale, while the poorer 
data of (g) have a compressed vertical scale. (a) esolm84:22 July 1984, ESO I-m telescope, before and after the minimal distance to the planet's 
center, eso50cm84: Same plots, but for the ESO 0.5-m telescope. Note that the star was not occulted by the planet, so that there is continuity 
between the curves. The error bar indicates the uncertainty on the radial scale near the detected arc, due to the astrometry uncertainty. (b) Same 
in (a). 20 August 1985 preimmersion data observed from the CFH 3.6-m telescope cfh85 and postemersion data observed from the ESO I-m 
telescope (eso85) and the CTIO 1.5-m telescope (ctio85). Note the conspicuous arc detection near 63,(~)0 km in the CFHT data. The event near 
92,000 km is due to a recentering. See the text and Fig. 3 for more detail on the arc detection, cfh83: Preimersion data of 15 June 1983 observed 
from CFHT (there are no postemersion data). (c) Same as in (a). 20 August 1985 data, 3.6-m telescope, cfh85: CFHT preimmersion. The data are 
noisier than the postemersion ones because they were recorded during twilight and lower above the horizon, cso85 and trio85: postemersion data 
observed from the ESO I-m telescope and the CTIO 1.5-m telescope, respectively. These data arc noiser than the preimmersion data because they 
were recorded lower above the horizon. (d) Same as in (a). eso87:22 June 1987 ESO, 3.6-m telescope, before and after the minimum distance to 
the planet center, which happens here before the immersion, cfh88:25 August 1988 preimmersion and postemcrsion data observed from the CFH 
3.6-m telescope. (el Same as in (a) eso2m89:7/8 July 1989 ESO. 2.2-m telescope, preimmcrsion and postemcrsion data. csolm89:7/8 July 1989 
ESO, I-m telescope, preimmersion data. The postemersion data were lost because o |  an acquisition problem. If) Same as in (a). opmt89:7/8 July 
1989 OPMT, 2-m telescope, preimmersion and postemersion data. (g) Same as in la), but note the change of vertical scale, cfh86:23 April 1986 
CFH, 3.6-m telescope, before and after the closest approach to the planet center, which happens after the emersion, eso88:2 August 1988 ESO. 
2.2-m telescope, preimmersion and postemersion data. We assume here thal the star passed south of the planet center: see Fig. Ic. opmt88 and 
ohp88:12 September 1988 postemersion data from the OPMT 2-m telescope and the OHP 1.93-m telescope, respectively. There are no preimmersion 
data because it was then daytime. 

w i t h  t h e  v e r y  h igh  s p i k e s  o b s e r v e d  d u r i n g  t h e  i n g r e s s  

a n d  e g r e s s  o f  t h e  s t a r  in N e p t u n e ' s  s t r a t o s p h e r e  ( S i c a r d y  

1988). T h e  n a r r o w e s t  s p i k e s  h a v e  a d u r a t i o n  at  h a l f - h e i g h t  

o f  - 0 . 2 7  s e c ,  w h i l e  t he  v e l o c i t y  o f  t h e  s t a r  p e r p e n d i c u l a r  

to  t h e  p l a n e t ' s  l imb  is 9. I k m / s e c ,  f r o m  w h i c h  w c  d e r i v e  

a t y p i c a l  s t e l l a r  r a d i u s  o f  - 1.5 k m .  A n  a n a l y s i s  s i m i l a r  to  
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that of  Narayan  and Hubbard  (1988) could actually better  
constrain the stellar diameter ,  and thus provide some 
ground for confirming or refuting the reality of  this event.  

Figure ig shows the position of the Triton event relative 
to the satellite. If  projected in Tr i ton ' s  orbital plane, the 
putative body would lie 245,800 km from Nep tune ' s  cen- 
ter, i.e., about 8500 km inside Tr i ton ' s  orbit (whose scmi- 
major axis is a T - 254,290 km), and would be leading the 
satellite by about 5 ° . As far as we know, there was no 
simultaneous,  independent observat ion of  this particular 
occultation,  so that there is no firm confirmation of  the 
Triton event.  

6. D E T E C T I O N  L I M I T  F O R  A D D I T I O N A L  M A T E R I A L  

In this section, we present the plots of  the equivalent 
width E as a function of  the distance r from the planet 's  
center  (see Section 4.2), for all our observat ions.  These 

" ' reduced lightcurves, '"  which allow a homogeneous  com- 
parison of sill the data, do not show any obvious events,  
except of  course for the two arc detections previously 
described. A systematic  study of  these data will be done 
in paper  Ii. As we have pointed out in Section 4.2, the 
window method used to derive the reduced lightcurves is 
adapted to detect narrow Neptunian rings, up to a width 
of  ~50 km, not for studying wider rings. "l'hcsc wider" 
rings, which may be confounded with low-frequency vari- 
ations of  the sky t ranparency,  should be searched for only 
on the data with the best photometr ic  quality. 

As exphfined in Section 3.2 the nine occultat ions ana- 
lyzed here yield 24 independent and separate scans in 
Nep tune ' s  equatorial plane. These scans sire displayed in 
Fig. 5. The best l ightcurves are displayed in Figs. 5a-f ,  
and the lower-quality data are found in the remaining Fig. 
5g. The explored region has been limited to a distance of 
10 s km from Nep tune ' s  center.  

For each reduced lightcurve, we calculate the distribu- 
tion of the apparent  equivalent width E(r), which can then 
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equivalent width larger than 330 m, except again for the arc at 1.8 km. tc) Same as in (a) and (b), but for the 15 June 1983 occultation observed 
at the CFH 3.6-m telescope. This histogram has been calculated by pooling together all the points of curve cfh83 of Fig. 5b, i.e., considering 
distances spanning the interval -28,000-100,000 km in the planet's equatorial plane (-I .  1-3.95 Neptunian radii). Thus, this histogram represents. 
in our set, the best coverage of Neptune's equatorial plane as far as continuous rings are searched for. 

be plotted as a histogram. The histograms derived from 
the various reduced lightcurves are found to follow ap- 
proximately the normal law: i.e., the frequency of occur- 
rence of  an event with width E is proportional 
to e ~"-/2,T:. A refined analysis of  the noise in the occulta- 
tion lightcurves will be done elsewhere. The root-mean- 
square dispersion o- is a constant which depends on the 
conditions of  observation, and is consequently a direct 
illustration of  the quality of  the lightcurve: the smaller the 
o-, the better the detection limit for a Neptunian ring. 
Table III gives the dispersion o- for each of  our reduced 
lightcurves, while Fig. 6 shows, as our best examples, the 
histograms corresponding to the July 22, 1984 data ( I- and 
0.5-m telescopes, ESO) and the June 15, 1983 data (3.6- 
m telescope, CFH). 

Table III shows substantial differences in the quality of  
the occultation lightcurves. We can define three groups. 
according to this quality: 

Group 1: June 15, 1983, August 20, 1985 (CFHT, ESO 
and CTIO), and July 22, 1984. These lightcurves have a 

o- of  less than 100 m and they will bc used to set an upper 
limit for continuous rings around Neptune. 

Group 2: August 25, 1988, June 22, 1987, and July 7/8, 
1989 have a o- of  about 200 m. These lightcurves would 
have allowed the detection of  the arcs observed in 1984 
and 1985. 

Group3: August 2, 1988, April 23, 1986. and September 
12, 1988. These lightcurvcs have a dispersion of  the order 
of  I km. They allow the detection of only very deep 
events, and the arcs detected in 1984 and 1985 would have 
appeared only as 2o- events in these data. 

Simple preliminary considerations give a good idea of  
this detection limit. First, we give the detection limit ob- 
tained from our best two reduced lightcurves (June 15, 
1983 and July 22, 1984), taken separately. Then, the four 
reduced lightcurves of group I arc used to search tbr 
correlated events. Finally we will use the best raw data 
of  July 22, 1984 to set an upper limit on the optical depth 
of  the continuous rings detected by Voyager 2 near the 
63,000- and 53,000-km radii. 
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6. I. l)etection Limit f rom hufividual Lil,,htt'urves 

The lowest dispersion reduced lightcurve is from the 
July 22, 1984 occultation ( I-m telescope). Figure 5a shows 
that the arc apparent equivalent width E = 1.8 km is well 
above the largest event caused by noise (about 23(1 m). 
The dispersion (r of  this lightcurve is 40 m. A lower limil 
of detectability can thus be set at the 5tr level, i.e., E~ .... 
= 200 m. One must be careful, however,  in interpreting 
the significance of this figure, since the the 5<r detection 
limit also depends on the nature of the noise, which may 
not be Gaussian. ] 'he statistical analysis presented in pa- 
per II shows in particular that the noise becomes m)n- 
Gaussian for large events. Finally, if the searched rings 
are polylayer and have a low optical depth, the t~ctor 
2 correction due to diffraction applies, and yields a 5(r 
detection level of Elm,. d = 100 m. 

The June 15, 1983 reduced lighteurve does not have 
such a good dispersion, with (r - 70 m. However.  the 
scan is more complete since it goes down to J ..... 28.000 
km in the equatorial plane (I.IRN). The corresponding 
normal upper limit (again at the 5o" detection level! for 
continuous rings is then Eli m ~ 350 m, or Eim,.,~ -+ 175 m 
when diffraction is taken into account.  

6.2. Limit on Real  Events .from Correlated Detection 

6.2.1 General Comparison o f  the Best Lik, htcurw, s. A 
real event has been defined as a confirmed signal drop, 
appearing at least twice at the same distance from the 
center of  the planet, either simultaneously on two tele- 
scopes, or on both sides of the planet during one observa- 
tion, or during two different occultations. St). we have 
used the reduced lightcurves of  group I, except fi)r the 
1984 ones, to search for simultaneous events (the 1984 
lightcurves are not used here because of  their larger 
astrometric error). The deepest events on these 
lightcurves have an equivalent width of  roughly 300 m, 
i.e., six times less than the arcs. We have noted on these 
lightcurves the events appearing on at least two 
lightcurves at the same radius, with a possible shift of  4(~) 
km due to astrometric errors. We have taken into account 
roughly 40 events on each lightcurve, corresponding to 
events with E greater than roughly 100 m. This compari- 
son allows us to state the following: 

• The deepest event appearing on at least two 
lightcurves at the same radius has an equivalent width of 
about 2(X) m (r = 57,690 km, E --- 18(1 m on the ESO 1985 
lightcurve and r = 57,650 km, E = 200 m on the CTIO 
1985 lightcurve; see Fig. 5b). 

• Furthermore,  we have noted that near r - 
55,300-55,700 kin, there were events appearing on all the 
four reduced lightcurves. These events have equivalent 
widths E in the range 160-270 m, or E,j ~+ 80-135 m with 

the l:actor 2 due to diffraction. As we shall see in the next 
subsection, however,  these simultaneous detections may 
be regarded as due to noise only. 

In conclusion, we cannot claim the detection of corre- 
lated events except of  course for the 1984 and 1985 arcs. 
Our upper limit on such possible events is E1,,1 ~ 200 m, 
or El+,,~. u -+ 100 m when diffraction by individual particles 
is accounted fi)r. 

6.2.2. Sear('h for  ringlets around 53.200 and 63,000 kin. 
We use here the data obtained by the Voyager 2 spacecraft 
to undertake a more local search around the two radii 
where the Imaging Science Experiment has revealed the 
presence of continuous rings, i.e., at r := 63,000 km and r 
;-- 53,200 km ISmith et al. (1989): see also Section 7]. On 
each reduced lightcurve, we define an interval where the 
ring observed by Voyager 2 would be expected. The width 
of this interval takes into account the astrometric errors, 
as discussed in Sections 3.2 and 5.2. 

We would like here to estimate the threshold of detect- 
ability of continuous ringlets, i.e., of simultaneous events. 
More precisely, we are going to estimate the probability 
P(E) that, due to noise only, there is in each of the inter- 
vals of  data at least one data point which is above the 
threshold E. For E <~ (), P(E) tends to unity since all the 
data have values near zero. When E is increased to posi- 
tive values, P(E) decreases until the probability that the 
noise produces simultaneous, large events becomes van- 
ishingly small. Thus, P(E) provides the threshold Eli,, , 
above which a simultaneous detection may be considered 
as real (i.e., m)t due to noise). 

The value of  P(E) around a given radius r is estimated in 
the following manner. First, we consider the best reduced 
lightcurves, labeled i. From a given lightcurve i. we ex- 
tract an interval containing N points around the radius 
r, where the ring should be. The astrometric errors are 
typically +_2(X) km when an occultation takes place, and 
approximately -+3000 km when there is only an appulse 
(see Sections 3.2 and 5). Since the reduced lightcurves 
have a sampling step of 50 km. this yields N = 8 points 
in the first case and N = 120 points in the second case. 
Second, let f (E )  be the density of  probability of occur- 
fence of E in the lightcurve i. Then, fi)r one data point, 
the probability that E is larger than the threshold Fu is 

i 
' + ,  

p,(E.) :- li(E)dE. (7) 

Thus. the probability that among the N i data points brack- 
eting r on lightcurve i there is at least one with E > E. is 

t'i(GO = I - 11 - pi(G,)l '~ .̀ (8) 

since 11 - p;(L~0]"'; is the probability that all the values of 
E in the interval are smaller than k,~. 
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Finally, the probability of each of  the considered inter- 
vals showing at least one event with E > E0 is 

P ( E o )  ~ P l ( E o )  x P 2 ( E o )  × . . . × P i ( E o )  x . . . .  (9) 

where the product is extended over  all the considered 
lightcurves. These calculations assume that all the data 
points are uncorrelated and that the various lightcurves 
are uncorrelated as well. This is a reasonable assumption 
as long as the sampling step of the reduced lightcurves (50 
km, i.e., typically 2 sec of  time or more on the raw curves) 
is somewhat larger than (i) the instrumental response and 
(ii) the typical seeing fluctuation time, which are both a 
fraction of  a second. 

The calculation of  the respective functionsJi(E) in Eq. 
(7) is thus the last problem that we have to solve. Unfortu- 
nately, the exact noise statistics of  each lightcurve are 
not known, for at least two reasons: (i) the noise is a 
combination of  instrumental noise, seeing effects, and 
possible decenterings; the physics of  each of these effects 
is not sufficiently controlled to derive theoretical statistics 
of the noise, (ii) In any case. the noise on a given lightcurve 
is continuously changing due to varying observational 
conditions (elevation of  the star, variability of  the seeing, 
etc.). Thus the densities of  probability ./i have to be ap- 
proximated by the observed distributions of E, which are 
nothing other  than the histograms of  E (see, e.g., Fig. 6). 
To be significant, however,  the sample of data points from 
which these histograms are derived must be large enough. 
Nevertheless,  it must not be too large; otherwise,  remote 
parts of the lightcurve, where the noise level is signifi- 
cantly different, would bias the statistics near r. We have 
taken, as a compromise,  intervals of 5000 km around the 
reference radius r, in order  to approximate f.. Thus, we 
have used I(X) data points for each histogram, i.e., about 
8 min of  recording if the typical stellar relative vclocity is 
20 km/sec. 

The final result, i.e., the estimation of  P(E) around the 
two radii 53,200 and 63,000 km, is shown in Fig. 7. For 
each of  the radii, wc have used four reduced lightcurves, 
namely, the June 15, 1983 data of  CFHT,  the July 22, 1984 
data of ESO, and the August 20, 1985 data obtained at 
ESO and CTIO. The July 22, 1984 data, which have a 
large astrometric uncertainty (--_ 3000 km), are a priori 
less constraining, since the probability that a wide interval 
contains at least one event larger than E increases rapidly 
with the number N of  points in the interval I see the expres- 
sion of  P, in Eq. (7)1. However ,  because of  its good photo- 
metric quality, the July 22, 1984 lightcurvc yields a cutoff  
of  P; for E -> 120 m and, thus, a cutoff  lbr P(E) as well 
near that value (Fig. 7). 

Figure 7 also shows that the estimated probability P(E) 
steadily decreases from unity at E = 0 to zero at ~ 120 m. 
More precisely, above E ~ 150 m, P(E) drops to zero for 

t ' (E ) 

I i . i 

0 0.1 0.2 
E (kin) 

FIG. 7. Plots of  the probability PIE) that the noise produces simulta- 
neously an event larger than E on the reduced lightcurves of  June 15, 
1983 (CFH 3.6-m telescope), July 22, 1984 (ESO I-m telescope), and 
August 20, 1985 IESO I-m telescope and CTIO 1.5-m telescope). The 
solid line refers to the probability near the 63,(XX)-km radius and the 
solid line with triangles refers to the probability near the 53,000-km 
radius. See the text for details. 

events occurring near 53,200 km while it drops to zero at 
E ~ 110 m for events occurring near 63,000 km. The latter 
limit is slightly better  than the former because the noise 
on the July 22, 1984 reduced lightcurve is smaller near 
63,000 km than near 53,200 km (Fig. 5a). Figure 8a is an 
enlargement of  the three reduced lightcurves for which 
we have good astrometry,  near the radius 53,200 km. 
There is no evidence for a simultaneous event  larger than 
~ ! 5 0  m in the ring region. The same is true near the 
63,000-km radius (Fig. 8b). 

In conclusion, we can say conservatively that the 
largest events (with, however,  a physical width smaller 
than W - 50 km; see Section 4.2), observed simultane- 
ously near the the 53,200- and the 63,000-km radii, on the 
four reduced lightcurves studied here, have an equivalent 
width of  E - 150 m, or E a ~ 75 m if diffraction is taken 
into account.  On the other  hand, the frequency of  simulta- 
neous occurrence of  events rises sharply under this limit, 
due to noise (Fig. 7). In other  words, all these  eoents  can 
be exp la ined  by noise  only .  In particular, the correlated 
events with E a ~ 80-135 m noted near 55,500 km (Section 
6.2. I) cannot be regarded as significant. 

6.3. L imi t  o f  Ma te r ia l  on the  Ju ly  22, 1984 Arc  Orbit  

Because of  its good photometric quality, the July 22, 
1984 lightcurve (l-m telescope) has been used to search 
for diffuse material in the orbit of  the 63,000-km arc. If 
we suppose that a ring is associated with the orbit of the 
August 20, 1985 arc (r = 63,160 km), and if we take into 
account the astrometric uncertainty on the July 22, 1984 
lightcurve, then we deduce that a ring sharing the arc 's  
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FIG. 8. (a) Enlargement  of  Fig. 5 around the 53,200-km radius, where Voyager  2 detected a cont inuous  ring sharing the arc orbit, cfh83: June 
15, 1983. CFH 3.6-m telescope,  eso85: August  20, 1985. ESO I-m telescope, clio85: August  20, 1985, CTIO 1.5-m telescope.  The dashed lines 
show the location of  the ring taking the astrometrical  errors into account .  Ib) Same as Fig. 8a, but around the 63.000-km radius. 

orbit should be observed in the interval shown in l:ig. 2b, 
where the stellar flux has been averaged on I-kin intervals, 
As a matter of fact, a wide shallow event is visible near 
63,000 km (at -- 6h20 m" UTC). The depth of this event 
gives an upper limit o f r - ~  8 × 10 ~ for lhc  normal optical 
depth of material associated with the 63,000-kin arc. 
where again wc have taken into account the viewing geom- 
etry. If the factor of 2 caused by particle diffraction is 
considered, this limit becomes r a -~ 4 x It) ~. A closer 
search for narrow events near the 63,0(X)-km radius does 
not show any drop with % > ~ 4 x It) ~. Note. however. 
that this limit applies as long as wc can resolve spatially 
the ring. Our limit of  resolution is roughly the stellar 
apparent diameter, i.e., ---15 km for the July 22, 1984 
observation. The minimum equivalent width that wc can 
dctect is thus --4 x 10 ~ × 15km - 60m.  This valuc is 
comparable to the limit of  75 m derived in thc previous 
section. Finally. a similar search near the 53,000-km ra- 
dius yields the same upper limit of  7,t - 4 × 10 ~ (sec 
Fig. 2b). 

The limit % ~ 4 × 10 ~ is significantly smaller than the 
estimation of  the optical depth (r -- 0.01-0.02) of the 
continuous ring observed by the Voyager near the 63,(R10- 
km radius (Smith e ta / .  1989). This apparent discrepancy 
is discussed in the next section, in view of  the assumptions 
made to derive this figure, and considering also that the 
ring was not resolved on the Voyager images. 

7. DISCUSSION 

7.1. Resu l t s  o f  the  Pre sen t  Work 

The present set of observations yields evidence for in- 
complete, or at least highly inhomogeneous,  ring-like ma- 

terial around Neptune and it gives an upper limit for the 
density of continuous rings of  the planet. 

We have two firmly confirmed detections of material 
around Neptune, one from the July 22, 1984 observation 
and the other one from the August 20, 1985 observation. 
Our analysis shows that these events were most probably 
caused by highly inhomogeneous ring-like material, or 
arcs, orbiting the planet. Considering the error associaled 
with the position of  the arc detectd in 1984, these two 
detections are compatible with a unique orbit at r = 63,160 
+ 200 km from thc planet 's center. Also, the geometrical 
and optical properties of  these two arcs are rather similar. 
in particular, the equivalent width and depth E and A of  
both events are in the range 0.8-1.1 km (Table V). If 
solution I, described in Section 5, is chosen for the best 
fit to the August 20, 1985 arc profile, then even the physical 
radial widths of the two events are identical, at W r - 15.2 
km. Finally, from the July 22, 1984 observations, we can 
claim that the arc is at least 100 km long (distance from 
ESO to Cerro Tololo projected in Neptune 's  equatorial 
plane). 

We have searched in the remaining data for tmrrow 
continuous rings, i.e., rings with a width in the range 
10-50 km. Our observations show no evidence for such 
ringlets between i. I and 3.5 Neptunian radii, down to a 
5¢r limit for E of about 350 m, for the equivalent width (or 
175 m if diffraction is taken into account). A more local 
search for coincident events shows no ringlets with E 
larger than about 150 m (or 75 m if diffraction is taken into 
account) near the 53,200- and 63,000-km radii, where thc 
Voyager 2 spacecraft observed two continuous rings. 

Finally, there are no diffuse rings with normal optical 
depth greater than about 4 × 10 ~ near these two radii, 
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and it will be shown in paper I1 that the frequency of  arc 
detection from the ground implies a azimuthal filling factor 
of  about 10%. 

7.2. O ther  G r o u n d - B a s e d  O b s e r v a t i o n s  

Several secondary detections during stellar occulta- 
tions by Neptune have been reported by different groups. 
The first confirmed event occurred during the 24 May 198 I 
appulse to Neptune,  and was observed by two telescopes. 
It was first interpreted as the discovery of  the third satel- 
lite of  Neptune (Reitsema et al. 1982). It can be interpreted 
as being due to a satellite of at least 100 km in diameter  
or by an opaque ring of  about 80 km in width, orbiting at 
about three Neptunian radii -75 ,000 km (Hubbard 19861, 
i.e., further away than the July 1984 and the August 1985 
arcs. Now, the locations of  these events actually seem 
to be consistent,  in both radius and longitude, with the 
satellite 1989N2 recently discovered on the Voyager 2 
images (Smith et al. 1989). Another  event  is reported by 
Nicholson et al. (1990) from the 18 April 1984 occultation 
observed at Palomar Observatory.  It would correspond 
to material orbiting 55,140 -+ 125 km from Neptune 's  
center ,  with a width of  9.2 km and a normal optical depth 
of  0.14, i.e., an equivalent width close to those of  the arcs 
presented here. However ,  this event was observed with 
only one telescope, and therefore is not presently con- 
firmed. 

Finally, the occultation of  a binary star on June 7, 1985 
also led to the detection of  a sharp secondary event,  again 
with a single telescope (Covault et al. 1986). Its radius, r 
= 62,853 -+ 27 km, is compatible with the arc distance 
observed by Voyager 2 (Nicholson et al. 1990), and com- 
patible also with our arc radius of r = 63,160 + 20(1 kin. 

7.3. The Voyager  2 O b s e r v a t i o n s  

Thanks to the observations reported above,  the Voy- 
ager 2 spacecraft  was reprogrammed and successful ob- 
servations by the imaging system revealed a complete ring 
system and three arcs around Neptune (Smith et al. 1989). 

More precisely, it appears that Neptune possesses two 
narrow, unresolved rings near the 53,200- and 63,000-km 
radii, a wide and faint plateau extending halfway between 
these two rings, and a resolved (Ar -- 1700 km) diffuse 
ring about 42,000 km for the planet 's center.  Embedded 
in the 63,0~)-km ring are three conspicuous arc structures, 
sharing the same orbit and keeping the same relative posi- 
tions, at least on a scale of  a few weeks. The total azi- 
muthal extension of  the arc system is about 35 °, each arc 
spanning approximately 4 °. 4 °, and 10 °. We propose the 
names Liberty,  Equality, and Fraternity,  respectively,  for 
these three features. 

The two confirmed arc detections presented in this pa- 
per are thus compatible in radius with the arcs detected 

by Voyager near the 63,000-km radius (Fig. la), while the 
azimuthal extension observed by the spacecraft agrees, 
in order  of magnitude, with the frequency of detection 
from ground-based occultations. Since the highest-resolu- 
tion images of  Voyager 2 do not resolve the arc width, it 
is not possible to compare the geometrical and optical 
properties observed from the Earth and from the space- 
craft. Meanwhile, the PhotoPolarimeter  Science experi- 
ment, which detected one of  the arcs by means of a stellar 
occultation, also gives a profile compatible with those 
presented here, with a radial width of W,. - 9-11 km, a 
normal optical depth ofT" - 0.05, and an equivalent depth 
of  A ~ 0.8 km (Lane et al. 19891. A similar conclusion 
is reached by the UltaViolet Spectrometer  observations,  
with an equivalent depth A = 0.66 -+ 0.12 km (Broadfoot 
et al. 1989). 

The optical depth of the continuous ring associated with 
the arcs is estimated to be in the range 0.01-0.02, from 
the analysis of  the Voyager 2 images (Smith et al. 1989), 
while we give in this paper an upper limit of r d = 4 × 
10- 3 with diffraction effects taken into account.  Note,  
however,  that the figure derived from the Voyager 2 data 
comes from the total light s c a t t e r e d b y  the 63,000-km ring, 
assuming it has the s a m e  width (W r = 15 km) as the arc, 
and assuming also a Bond albedo co 0 ~ 0.01-0.02 for the 
large particles of the ring. What is actually measured from 
the spacecraft images is the total amount of light scattered 
by the arc, a quantity proportional to oJoWrr = ohm'. Thus, 
the equivalent width of the 63,000-km ring scales like E 
-- 30/~o 0 m. On the other  hand, our upper limit of r d = 4 
× 10 3 is based on the t r a n s m i t t e d  light only. As noted 
in Section 6.3, this limit applies as long as we can resolve 
the ring, so that wc could not detect rings with equivalent 
width smaller than --60 m. This can be reconciled with 
the Voyager results if oJ 0 is larger than about 0.5. How- 
ever,  before any conclusion about the particle albedo is 
driven, a homogeneous analysis of  both sets of  data is 
now necessary to see if this discrepancy is real or due, on 
the contrary,  to the assumptions made in each approach. 

More generally, a careful comparison between all the 
ground-based and space observations will obviously be 
most fruitful. First, a complete analysis of  the Voyager 2 
imaging and navigation data will provide a better definition 
of  Neptune ' s  equatorial plane and precession rate. The 
initial stcp toward careful comparison of the longitudes of 
the ground-based observations with the Voyager  results 
has been discussed by Nicholson et al. (19901, confirming 
the Smith et al. (19891 results. Second,  both the positive 
and negative ground-based observations,  spanning a time 
interval of several years, can tell where the arcs were, or 
were not, during that time, which will address the im- 
portant problem of  the arc stability. Preliminary results 
indicate that the observed mean motion of  the arcs, as 
determined by the Voyager  2 observations,  is indeed in 
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agreement with the arc longitudes determincd by ground- 
based observations (Smith et al. 1989). This suggcsts that 
the arc structures are stable over at least 5 years. Finally, 
thc knowledge of  the arc mean motion allows one to prc- 
diet whether a given ground-based stellar occultation by 
an arc will occur. In particular, coordinated efforts could 
be made for such observations, to check the arc stability 
and also to study its azimuthal variations from site to site. 
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